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1. INTRODUCTION
In partially ordered vector spaces, various convergence properties have
w xbeen given for minimal elements of sets 1, 7, 12, 13 . In this paper we are
interested, firstly, to obtain such properties under general assumptions of
minimal character and, secondly, to present similar properties for suitable
notions of approximate minimal elements. More precisely, let Z be a real
normed vector space partially ordered by a closed convex pointed cone C,
with nonempty interior. Let F denote the partial order induced by C,
that is to say: x F y if and only if y y x g C. Whenever y y x g int C
Ž . q  4interior of C we shall write x - y. We shall denote C the set C _ 0 .
5 5The norm of Z will be denoted by ? . For results concerning cones and
w xefficient sets, see for example 11, 15, 16, 17 .
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Moreover, we recall that, given a nonempty set A in Z, the set of
Ž .minimal elements Min A resp. weakly minimal elements W Min A is
defined by
Min A s a g Ar a y Cq l A s B 4Ž .
W Min A s a g Ar a y int C l A s B . 4Ž .
So, every minimal element is also a weakly minimal element but the
converse property is not generally true. In this paper we begin, in Sect. 2,
to answer the question: ``which assumptions of minimal character ensure
one of the following conditions:
Min A : Lim inf Min A ``lower convergence'' of Min A to Min AŽ .n n
Min A : Lim sup Min An
Lim sup Min A :Min A ``upper convergence'' of Min A to Min A ?''Ž .n n
where Lim sup Min A and Lim inf Min A are defined in the sense ofn n
Ž w x.Painleve and Kuratowski see, for example, 9 , that isÂ
Lim inf A s x g Z : ’ x converging to x such that x g A Ž .n n n nn
for n suitably large4
Lim sup A s x g Z : ’ x converging to x such that x g AŽ .n k k nk k
for a subsequence n of integers .Ž . 4k k
Then, in Sect. 3, we shall consider various notions of approximate
w xminimal elements involving «-minimal elements, as considered in 10 , with
« g C.
w xDEFINITION 1.1 10 . Let « g C. A point a g A is said to be an
Ž q.«-minimal element of A if and only if a y « y C l A s B. The set of
all the «-minimal elements of A will be denoted by «-Min A.
For any « g int C, we have Min A : W Min A : «-Min A. Assuming
that Min A is nonempty and in order to further study the stability of
«-minimal elements, we shall restrict the notions of approximate minimal
elements to the following notions.
DEFINITION 1.2. Let « g C, z g Min A. We shall say that a g A is a
restricted «-minimal element with respect to z if and only if a F z q «
Ž .that is to say z q « y a g C . The set of the restricted «-minimal ele-
Ž .ments of A with respect to z g Min A will be denoted by «-S A . The setz
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Ž . Ž .«-S A s D «-S A will be called the set of the restricted «-z g Min A z
minimal elements of A.
DEFINITION 1.3. Let « g int C, z g Min A. We shall say that a g A is
a strict restricted «-minimal element with respect to z if and only if
Ž .a - z q « that is to say z q « y a g int C . The set of the strict re-
stricted «-minimal elements of A with respect to z g Min A will be
Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .denoted by «-S A . The set «-S A s D «-S A will be called thez z g Min A z
set of the strict restricted «-minimal elements of A.
Ž .Let us point out that the set «-S A corresponds to the so-called
w x«-minimal point multifunction considered in 3, p. 114 .
So, in Sect. 3 we also answer the question: ``which assumptions of
minimal character ensure one of the following convergence results:
Ã Ã«-S A : Lim inf «-S A q CŽ . Ž .Ž .n
Lim sup «-S AŽ .n
: «-S A ``upper convergence'' of «-S A to «-S A ?''Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n
Unfortunately, the following inclusion does not hold, as shown by Example
3.1:
Ã Ã«-S A : Lim inf «-S AŽ . Ž .n
2. CONVERGENCE OF MINIMAL ELEMENTS
The purpose of this section is to present some stability results for the set
Min A, when perturbations on A are given by a sequence of sets A ,n
n g N. Let us start by recalling the following Theorem.
w xTHEOREM 2.1 7, 9, 12, 13 . Assume that the following conditions hold:
Ž .H.1 Lim sup A : A;n
Ž .H.2 A : Lim inf A ;n
Ž .H.3 A satisfies the domination property for any n suitably large, thatn
is to say: A : Min A q C;n n
Ž .H.4 if a g A is such that lim a exists and l g Min A ln n n“q‘ n n n
Ž . Ž .a y C , then l admits a con¤ergent subsequence;n n
Then, Min A : Lim inf Min A .n
Remark 2.1. Let us point out that the previous proposition also holds
Ž .when condition H.4 is replaced by D Min A is sequentially rela-ng N n
tively compact. Taking into account these two remarks, we give a similar
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Ž . Ž .convergence result where assumptions H.1 and H.2 have been weak-
ened.
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that the following conditions hold:
Ž .A.1 Lim sup Min A : A q C;n
Ž . Ž .A.2 A : Lim inf A q C that is, for e¤ery a g A, there existsn
Ž .a g A for e¤ery n g N, such that lim d a , a y C s 0;n n n“q‘ n
Ž .A.3 A : Min A q C for any n suitably large;n n
Ž .A.4 D Min A is relati¤ely compact;ng N n
Then, Min A : Lim inf Min A .n
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let a g Min A. In light of assumptions A.2 and A.3 , there
Ž .exist a g A and z g Min A such that: a g z q C and d a , a y Cn n n n n n n
“ 0. Therefore, we deduce that, for every n g N, there exists b g Cn
5 5such that a q b y a “ 0 and a q b g z q C.n n n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .In light of A.4 and A.1 , there exists a subsequence z convergingnk
Žto z* g A q C and, since C is closed, we get a g z* q C. Finally z* g a
. Ž . Ž .y C l A q C and z* s a since a g Min A q C s Min A. We ob-
Ž .serve that any convergent subsequence of z has a limit equal ton
Ž .a g Min A. Then, following a classical argument, the sequence z con-n
verges to a and the result follows.
Ž .Remark 2.2. A very simple example suggested by a referee shows that
the new result can be applied in situations where the previous result can
w w  4  4not. Let Z s R, C s 0, q‘ , A s 0, 1 and A s 0 . Then, all then
Ž .assumptions of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied but not assumption H.2 of
Theorem 2.1.
Moreover, let us note that Theorem 2.2 has no relations with the results
w xgiven in 8 , even if we consider the special case of sequences of sets. In
w xfact, in 8 the aim is to obtain C-lower semicontinuity properties for the
value mapping from C-lower semicontinuity assumptions on the set-valued
function to minimize. Our aim is instead to obtain lower semicontinuity
Žw x w x.properties 2 , 4 for the value mapping and counter examples show that
the properties of C-lower semicontinuity and lower semicontinuity are
each other independent.
w xFinally, in 14 , Proposition 5.1 gives sufficient conditions for the lower
Ž .semicontinuity in the Berge sense of the maximum value mapping but
our result, applied to the corresponding minimum problem, has weaker
assumptions, as shown by the following example. Let Z s R and C s
w w Ž . Ž . Ž .0, q‘ . Moreover, let f be such that f 0, 1 s 1, f 0, 2 s 0, f 0, y s 1
Ž .otherwise and f x, y s 0 if x is not 0. Finally, let F be such that
Ž .  4 Ž .  4 Ž .  Ž .F 0 s 1, 2 and F x s 0 otherwise. If we put B x s f x, y , y g
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Ž .4 Ž .  4 Ž .  4F x , then, B 0 s 0, 1 and B x s 0 otherwise. Therefore, for any
Ž . Ž .sequence x converging to x, the set A s B x and the sequence of setsn
Ž .A s B x satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2.2. But, if we consider then n
Ž .corresponding maximum value mapping defined by Max y B x s
 Ž . Ž .4 Ž . Ž .Max yf x, y , y g F x , then the assumptions a and b of Proposition
Ž Ž . Ž .5.1 which guarantees that the mapping Max y B x s yMin B x is
.lower semicontinuous are not satisfied.
Remark 2.3. No assumption can be drooped as shown by the following
examples:
Ž .2 Žw w.2EXAMPLE 2.1. Let Z s R , C s 0, q‘ , A is the ball of center
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .41, 1 and radius 1 and A s co 0, 0 , 0, 2 , 2, 2rn . Only the assumptionn
Ž .A.1 is not satisfied and the conclusion is not true.
Ž .2 Žw w.2 Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE 2.2. Let Z s R , C s 0, q‘ , A s co 0, 0 , 0, 1 ,
Ž .4 Ž . Ž . Ž .4y1, 2 and A s co 0, 0 , 0, 1 , 1 y 1rn, 1rn . Only the assumptionn
Ž .A.2 is not satisfied and the conclusion is not true.
Ž .2 Žw w.2 Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE 2.3. Let Z s R , C s 0, q‘ , A s co 0, 0 , 0, 1 ,
Ž .4 wŽ . Ž .x Ž .y1, 2 and A s A _ 0, 0 , y1, 2 . Only the assumption A.3 is notn
satisfied and the conclusion is not true.
Ž .2 Žw w.2EXAMPLE 2.4. Let Z s R , C s 0, q‘ , A s C and A sn
Ž .4 Ž .yn, 0 . Only the assumption A.4 is not satisfied and the conclusion is
not true.
Ž .Assumption A.1 is weaker than condition Lim sup Min A : A.n
Ž .Assumption A.2 can be regarded as a ``inf-order convergence'' condi-
Ž .tion. In fact, if we put C-Lim inf A s Lim inf A q C then conditionn n
Ž .A.2 becomes A : C-Lim inf A . Similarly, we can put C-Lim sup A sn n
Ž .Lim sup A y C . This leads to the following definition.n
Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. We shall say that the sequence A inf-order con-n
Ž .verges to A if A : C-Lim inf A and that the sequence A sup-ordern n
converges to A if C-Lim sup A : A.n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Remark 2.4. If assumptions A.1 , A.3 , and A.4 hold, the thesis of
Ž .Theorem 2.2 Min A : Lim inf Min A is not equivalent to the conditionn
Ž .A.2 , as shown by the following example:
Ž .2 Žw x.2 Ž .EXAMPLE 2.5. Let Z s R , C s 0, q‘ , A s Lim sup A jn
Ž . w x4 Ž . Ž . Ž .4x, 2 rx g y3, 1 and A s co 0, 0 , 0, 1 , 1 y 1rn, 1rn .n
However, if A satisfies the domination property, the condition Min A :
Ž .Lim inf Min A implies the condition A.2 . In fact, we have the followingn
proposition:
PROPOSITION 2.1. If A : Min A q C and Min A : Lim inf Min A thenn
Ž .condition A.2 is satisfied.
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Proof. In light of the assumptions, we deduce: A : Lim inf Min A qn
C. Then, it suffices to observe that:
Lim inf Min A q C : Lim inf A q C : Lim inf A q C .Ž .n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.1. Assume that assumptions A.1 , A.3 , and A.4 hold
and A satisfies the domination property. Therefore, Min A : Lim inf Min A isn
Ž .equi¤alent to: the sequence A inf-order con¤erges to A.n
Domination property is satisfied if A is compact, but the compactness
condition can be weakened using the following definition.
DEFINITION 2.2. A subset A is C-lower semicompact if every open
 Ž . 4cover of A of the form Z _ u y C , u g A has a finite subcover.
w xRemark 2.5. A ``symmetrical'' definition has been introduced in 5 ,
Definition 2.5, in order to establish sufficient conditions for the existence
w xof maximal elements. Similarly to Theorem 3.1 in 5 , it can be shown that,
if A is C-lower semicompact, then there exists a minimal element of A.
In fact, we have the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.2. If A is C-lower semicompact and Min A :
Ž .Lim inf Min A then condition A.2 is satisfied.n
Ž .Proof. Let us suppose that there exists b g A _ Lim inf A q C . Thenn
b y C : Z _ Lim inf A q C . *Ž . Ž .n
Ž .In fact, if we suppose that there exists z s b y c g b y C such that
Ž .z g Lim inf A q C , then there exists a g A and c g C such thatn n n n
Ž . Ž .b y c s lim a q c . Therefore, b s lim c q a q c and, as cn“‘ n n n“‘ n n
Ž .g C, we can deduce that b g Lim inf A q C , in contradiction withn
Ž .b g A _ Lim inf A q C .n
Now, we can prove that, since A is C-lower semicompact, the set
Ž .A l b y C is C-lower semicompact. In fact, let H be an open cover of
Ž .  Ž . ŽA l b y C . We may suppose H is of the form Z _ u y C , u g A l b
.4y C . Let H9 be the family of open sets defined by the open subsets of H
Ž .and the open set Z _ b y C . H9 is an open cover of A of the form
 Ž . Ž .4Z _ u y C , u g A l b y C . Since A is C-lower semicompact there
 Ž . Žexists a finite subcover H0 of H9. Let H0 be Z _ u y C , Z _ u y1 2
. Ž . Ž .4  Ž . ŽC , . . . , Z _ u y C , Z _ b y C . Then Z _ u y C , Z _ u yn 1 2
. Ž .4C , . . . , Z _ u y C is a finite subcover of H and we can deduce thatn
Ž .A l b y C is C-lower semicompact.
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Ž .Then, in light of Remark 2.5, the set A l b y C admits a minimal
Ž . Ž .  4element a which means: a y C l A l b y C s a . Let us prove
Ž . Ž . Žthat a belongs to Min A. In fact, since a g b y C we get a y C l b
. Ž .  4y C s a y C and finally a y C l A s a . Then a g Min A and, in
Ž .light of a F b and * , we can deduce that a does not belong to
Ž .Lim inf A q C which is in contradiction with the assumption Min A :n
Lim inf Min A .n
Ž . Ž .Remark 2.6. If we assume A.2 and A.3 , then Min A : C-
Lim inf Min A but we have not: ``If A : Lim inf A then Min A : C-n n
Lim inf Min A '' as shown by Example 2.3.n
Ž .Moreover, if we weaken assumption A.2 , we obtain:
THEOREM 2.3. Assume that the following conditions hold:
Ž .A.1 Lim sup Min A : A q C;n
Ž .A.29 For any a g A, there exists a g A for e¤ery n g N such thatn n
Ž .lim inf d a , a y C s 0;n“q‘ n
Ž .A.3 A : Min A q C for e¤ery n suitably large;n n
Ž .A.4 D Min A is relati¤ely compact;ng N n
Then, Min A : Lim sup Min A .n
Ž .Proof. Let a g Min A. In light of assumption A.29 , there exists a gn
Ž .A such that: lim inf d a , a y C s 0 which means that there existsn n“q‘ n
Ž . Ž .a subsequence n such that d a , a y C “ 0 and a g A . In light ofk n n nk k k
Ž .assumption A.3 , there exists z g Min A such that a g z q C.n n n nk k k k
Then, similarly to the proof of Theorem 2.2, we can prove that the element
Ž .a is a limit of a subsequence of the sequence z which means thatnk
a g Lim sup Min A .n
w xRemark 2.7. As already pointed out in 12 , the property ``W Min A :
Ž .Lim inf W Min A '', generally requires more severe assumptions. Forn
w xthe other part of the convergence mentioned in 12 , namely
Ž . Ž``Lim sup W Min A : W Min A'', it is a classical result see for examplen
w x.6, 13 which can be easily obtained if we only assume that Lim sup A :n
Ž .A : Lim inf A q C .n
ŽHowever, a similar result for minimal elements as defined at the
.beginning of this section requires additional conditions. Proposition 2.3
below gives such a property by assuming that A satisfies the so-called
w xstrong domination property considered in 3 .
w xDEFINITION 2.4 3 . We shall say that A has the strong domination
Ž . qproperty SDP if there exists a closed convex cone K verifying K : int C
and A : Min A q K. Besides, the cone K has the property that for each
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0-neighborhood V in Z, there exists a 0-neighborhood V in Z such that,
for each p g K, we have
p g V or p q V : C.
w xRemark 2.8 3 . It is worth noticing that the choice of V in the previous
inclusion is independent of p, which means that the cone K is placed
Ž .sufficiently deeply in int C. Moreover SDP implies the domination prop-
Žerty and Min A s W Min A weakly minimal set, with respect to the
.cone C .
We state now the announced and obvious Proposition 2.3.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume that the following conditions hold:
Ž . Ž .A.5 Lim sup A : A : Lim inf A q C ,n n
Ž . Ž .A.6 A has the strong domination property SDP .
Then, Lim sup Min A : Min A.n
Proof. If A has the strong domination property, then, in light of
Remark 2.8, we have W Min A s Min A. Furthermore, in light of Remark
Ž .2.7, we have Lim sup W Min A : W Min A and since Min A :n n
W Min A , we get the result.n
Ž .Remark 2.9. We cannot substitute assumption A.6 with `` A has the
domination property,'' as shown by the following example:
Ž .2 Žw w.2 Ž . Ž .4EXAMPLE 2.6. Let Z s R , C s 0, q‘ , A s co 0, 0 , y1, 0 and
Ž . Ž .4A s 0, 0 , yn, 1rn . We have Lim sup A s Lim sup Min A sn n n
Ž .4 Ž .4 Ž . Ž . Ž .q0, 0 , Min A s y1, 0 , Lim inf A q C s R = R , so, the as-n
Ž .sumptions A.6 and Lim sup Min A : Min A are not true even if then
domination property is satisfied.
3. CONVERGENCE OF «-MINIMAL ELEMENTS
Ž .We are mainly concerned with strict restricted «-minimal elements
Ž .see Definition 1.2 and Definition 1.3 . In light of the definitions, the sets
ÃŽ . Ž .«-S A and «-S A are nonempty subsets of the set «-Min A and it is easy
to prove that:
«-S A s « q Min A y C l A andŽ . Ž .
Ã«-S A s « q Min A y int C l A.Ž . Ž .
We begin with some useful ``technical'' lemmata.
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ŽLEMMA 3.1. Let a and z be two elements in Z such that a - z which
. Ž . Ž .means z y a g int C . Assume that there exist two sequences a and zn n
Ž . Ž .¤alued in Z such that: d z , z q C “ 0 and d a , a y C “ 0 whenn n
n “ q‘. Then: a - z for all large n.n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let a be such that lim d a , a y C s 0 and z be suchn n“‘ n n
Ž .that lim d z , z q C s 0. Then, for every n g N, there exists c g Cn“‘ n n
5 5 5 5and d g C such that a q c y a “ 0 and z y d y z “ 0 whenn n n n n
n “ q‘. Therefore
5 5a y z q z y a q d q c “ 0. *Ž .n n n n
Ž .Since z y a g int C, there exists an open ball B 0, r such that z y a q
Ž . Ž .B 0, r : int C. In light of * we get, for n sufficiently large:
z y a g z y a q c q d q B 0, r **Ž . Ž .n n n n
which means that z y a g c q d q int C, for n sufficiently large, andn n n n
since c q d q int C : int C we get z ) a for all large n.n n n n
Ž .LEMMA 3.2. Let a g Z and let a be a sequence ¤alued in Z andn
Ž . Ž .satisfying lim d a , a q C s 0. Assume that there exists a sequence yn“‘ n n
Ž .in Z such that lim d y , y y C s 0 and a F y for any n suitably large.n“‘ n n n
Then: a F y.
Ž . Ž .Proof. In light of the assumptions, there exists c and d such thatn n
Ž . Ž .c F a , y F d , for any n, c converges to a and d converges to y.n n n n n n
Then, for all n, c F a F y F d and, taking limits, we get a F y.n n n n
Now, we can give some convergence results involving restricted approxi-
mate minimal elements.
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A : Z and A be a sequence of subsets satisfyingn
Ž .the following assumption: A inf-order-con¤erges to A that is: A : C-n
Ž .Lim inf A according to Definition 2.1 . Then, for all « g int C and all z g Zn
we ha¤e the following:
Ã Ã Ã«-S A : Lim inf «-S A q C s C-Lim inf «-S AŽ . Ž . Ž .z z n z n
Ã ÃŽ Ž . Ž .that is to say: the sequence «-S A inf-order-con¤erges to «-S A , where,z n z
Ã Ž . for e¤ery subset B : Z, «-S B denotes the nonempty set b g Brb -z
4.z q « .
Ã Ž .Proof. Let a g «-S A . In light of Definition 2.1, there exists a se-z
Ž . Žquence a such that a g A for n suitably large and lim d a , a yn n n n“q‘ n
.C s 0. If we use Lemma 3.1, we get a - z q « for any n suitably large,n
Ã Ž .which means that a g «-S A . Finally, we have proved that, for anyn z n
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Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .a g «-S A , there exists a sequence a such that a g «-S A , for anyz n n z n
Ž .n suitably large, and lim d a , a y C s 0 and the result follows,n“q‘ n
according to Definition 2.1.
Ã Ž .Remark 3.1. Whenever z g Min A, the set «-S A becomes the so-z
called set of strict restricted «-minimal elements with respect to z, corre-
sponding to Definition 1.3.
Ã Ž .However, «-S A does not generally give rise to such an interpretationz n
because z is not necessarily in Min A . The next proposition overcomesn
Ž .this failure and consider a sequence z such that z g Min A for any nn n n
suitably large.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold. Then,
Ž .for any z g Min A, there exists a sequence z con¤erging to z, with z gn n
Min A for any n suitably large, such that:n
Ã Ã«-S A : Lim inf «-S A q C .Ž . Ž .ž /z z nn
Ž .Proof. Let a and a be as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Sincen
Ž .Theorem 2.2 holds, we deduce that, for z g Min A, there exists zn
converging to z, such that z g Min A for any n suitably large. Bearingn n
in mind that a - z q « , we deduce, in light of Lemma 3.1, that a - z q «n n
Ã Ž .for any n suitably large, which means that a g «-S A , with z gn z n nn
Min A . So the proof is complete.n
Remark 3.2. The previous result can be regarded as a ``mixed'' lower
convergence since it involves an inf-order-convergent sequence of sets
Ã Ž . Ž .«-S A , n g N, which are selected from a convergent sequence zz n nn
corresponding to the lower part of the Painleve-Kuratowski convergence,Â
namely: Min A : Lim inf Min A .n
Proposition 3.2 allows to provide a global result involving the sets
Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .«-S A and «-S A , namely: «-S A s D «-S A .n z g Min A z
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold. Then,
ÃŽ Ž ..with the pre¤ious notations, the sequence «-S A inf-order-con¤erges ton
ÃŽ .«-S A .
ÃŽ .Proof. Let a g «-S A . Then, there exists z g Min A such that a g «-
Ã Ž . Ž .S A . In light of Proposition 3.2, there exists a sequence z convergingz n
Ã Ž .to z, such that z g Min A for any n suitably large, and «-S A :n n z
ÃŽ Ž . .Lim inf «-S A q C .z nn Ã ÃŽ . Ž .Taking into account that «-S A : «-S A for any n, we get thez n nn
following inclusion, for any z g Min A:
Ã Ã«-S A : Lim inf «-S A q C .Ž . Ž .Ž .z n
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Therefore, we deduce the announced result:
Ã Ã«-S A : Lim inf «-S A q C .Ž . Ž .Ž .n
Remark 3.3. Let us note that, if the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold,
Ã ÃŽ . Ž Ž ..we have not necessarily «-S A : Lim inf «-S A as shown by the follow-n
ing example:
Ž .2 Žw w.2 Ž . Ž .4EXAMPLE 3.1. Let Z s R , C s 0, q‘ , A s co 0, 0 , 1, 1 , An
Ž .4 Ž .4 Ž .4s 0, 1rn and « g A _ 0, 0 . Then Min A s 0, 0 , Min A sn
Ã ÃŽ .4 Ž . Ž . 4 Ž .0, 1rn , «-S A s co 0, 0 , « _ « , Lim inf «-S A s Lim inf A sn n
Ž .40, 0 .
If the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied, weaker results can be
obtained and more precisely:
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 hold.
Ž .Then, for any z g Min A, there exists a sequence z con¤erging to z, withn
Ã Ž . Žz g Min A for any n suitably large, such that: «-S A : Lim sup «-n n z
Ã Ž . .S A q C .z nn
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.3 hold. Then,
we ha¤e the following inclusion:
Ã Ã«-S A : Lim sup «-S A q C .Ž . Ž .Ž .n
Finally, let us give a result of ``upper convergence'' for the approximate
minimal elements:
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that the assumptions A.4 to A.6 hold. Then:
Ž .1 For all « g C we ha¤e:
Lim sup «-S A : «-S AŽ . Ž .Ž .n
Ž . Ž .2 For all « con¤erging to 0 in C, we ha¤e:n
Lim sup « -S A : Min AŽ .Ž .n n
Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. 1 Let a g Lim sup «-S A . Then, there exist a subse-n
Ž . Ž . Ž .quence n and a sequence a converging to a such that a g «-S Ak k k nk
Ž .for all k. In light of Definition 1.2, for a g «-S A there exists z gk n kk
Ž .Min A such that: a g «-S A , that is to say: a g A and a Fn k z n k n kk k k k
z q « .k
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Ž . Ž .In light of A.4 , there exists a subsequence z converging to z and, ink j
light of Proposition 2.3, z g Min A. Furthermore, if we use Lemma 3.2, we
Ž . Ž .deduce: a F z q « and finally a g «-S A , which means that condition 1
is proved.
Ž . Ž .2 For the second condition, let « be a sequence converging to 0 inn
Ž Ž .. Ž .C and let b g Lim sup « -S A . There exist a subsequence n and an n k
Ž . Ž .sequence b converging to b such that: b g « -S A .k k n nk k
Taking into account that there exists z g Min A such that b F z qk n k kk
.« for all k, the proof is similar to the proof of condition 1 and we obtainnk
b F z with z g Min A and b g A, from which it follows that z s b.
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .Remark 3.4. For all « g int C , we have «-S A : «-S A . So, with the
assumptions of the previous proposition we also have the condition
ÃŽ Ž .. Ž .Lim sup «-S A : «-S A .n
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